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thermore, all SUSY particles which are kinematically accessible OCR OutputSeveral studies in the past demonstrated that LHC is an ex
cases can be quite large, and which has to be subtracted. Furtheoretically allowed parameter space.
nals will have a background from SM reactions which in someto discover "weak—scale" SUSY or to exclude it over the entire
kinematic constraints to determine their momenta. Many sigmain goals of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will be either
each SUSY event contains two LSP’s, and there are not enoughare expected to be in the range 100 GeV to l TeV. One of the

Determining SUSY masses will be difficult, however, becauseU (1). The masses of the SUSY partners of the SM particles
diative breaking of the electro-weak symmetry group SU (2) ><

[6].l0“’ GeV. A ftmher attractive feature is the possibility of ra
est SUSY particle (LSP), is a good candidate for dark matterfor the unitication of gauge couplings at a scale of MGUT z
region where the lightest neutralino assumed to be the light(SM) unchanged [1]. Moreover, some SUSY models allow
be studied there. This is particularly the case in the parameterleaving the phenomenological success of the Standard Model
gluinos and squarks with sufficient rates, so their properties mayvides a plausible solution to the "Hne tuning" problem, while
LHC. They may, however, be produced in cascade decays ofSupersymmetry (SUSY) is an appealing concept which pro
teracting particles is not the main source of these particles at
a more restricted mass range. Direct production of weakly inI. INTRODUCTION
scalar bottom quarks, sleptons, charginos and neutralinos over
also be possible to detect direct production of scalar top quarks,

precision measurements of model parameters.
squarks of mass less than l TeV can be detected at LHC. It will

persymmetry, to limit the model parameter space, and to make
of mass less than 2 TeV and the first and second generation

data at LHC which will allow us to determine the scale for su
ric Standard Model (MS SM)", and they have shown that gluinos

We have developed a strategy for the analysis of experimental
studies were usually performed in the "Minimal Supersymmet
cellent machine to search for SUSY particles [2, 3, 4, 5]. TheseABSTRACT
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their momentum symmetry is not broken appropriately, or because the lightest OCR Output
(iii) A calorimeter system for reconstructing jets and measuring The bricked region is excluded either because electroweak

planefortanb : 2,y > 0andA0 = 0.
an efhciency 2 90 % the parameter space of the mSUGRA model in tl1e mg vs. ml /2

(ii) Good lepton (e, y) identihcation for rapidity [1;] < 3, with We show in Fig. 1 SUSY particle masses in a representation of
scale with the help of renormalization group equations (RGEs).lutionof10 %/x/F@ 1%
masses of all SUSY particles are then calculated at the weakby the swch for the h ——»·y·y mode), typical energy reso
would be tantamount to chosing px as a free parameter. The(i) A precision electromagnetic calorimeter (as dictated e. g.
sen. Giving up the assumption of radiative symmetry breaking

have: is the Higgs-hi g gsino mass parameter whose sign has to be cho
phenomena at high transverse momentum. Both detectors will vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, and p
and CMS [3]. They are designed to discover "new physics" stant, respectively, at M CUT. Also tan B is the ratio of the
There will be two general purpose experiments, ATLAS [2] gaugino mass, and the common trilinear scalar coupling con

(105 pb`1) per year is expected for low (high) luminosity. mo, mm, and A0, are the common scalar mass, the common
(L z 1034cm”2s'1). An integrated luminosity of 10pb4 ‘1 ml/2, A0, tan fi', and sgn(;l). The soft-—breaking parameters
few years (L z lOcms), and then at "high" luminosity33'2" models. These are characterized by a set of live parameters mo,
the year 2005. Data will be taken hrst at "low" luminosity for a Even within this restricted framework there is a wide range of
in the center of mass. LHC is planned to be commissioned in at a high scale which in mSUGRA is assumed to be MGUT.
The LHC is a pp collider with an energy of \/E : 14 TeV mi, and the trilinear coupling parameters Aw, are also unified

Furthermore, the three gaugino masses Mi, the scalar masses
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

1016 GeV, and electroweak symmetry is radiatively broken.
coupling parameters ui, i : 1, 2, 3, unify at the scale MGUT z

available at LHC in SUSY studies. ln this class of models the weak, electromagnetic and strong
some examples which will indicate the general level of precision ated by "mSUGRAl’ (often also called “constrained MSSM").
parameters, or which SUSY model is being tested. We then give imal supergravity-inspired model", in the following abbrevi
sis of the experimental data. The strategy varies with the SUSY We performed our analysis in the framework of the "min
these case studies we develop the strategy for the general analy

A. The minimal supergravity modelrameter sets recently selected for SUSY studies at LHC. From
Then we present case studies where we use the hve different pa

First we identify the LHC experimental detector capabilities. comes more difficult to determine all parameters.
mine the relevant parameters. served. Of course, as the model is made more general, it be
example, masses and branching ratios. This allows us to deter should be applicable to other models, provided R-parity is con
us to extract the characteristic experimental quantities as, for ferent SUSY signals [8]. Many of the methods described here
answer these questions in a definite way. The strategy enables other hand, it is flexible enough to study a large variety of dif
We report on a strategy we have developed which allows us to production cross sections, decay branching ratios etc. On the

oretical framework for the calculation of SUSY particle masses,
(iii) Can the parameters of candidate models be constrained?

model has only five parameters and provides a well defined the

gravity model" which we describe below. On the one hand, thistent with data?
In our study we have considered only the “minimal super(ii) Can models be ruled out by showing them to be inconsis

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKments differentiate between models?

(i) Once a SUSY signal is observed at LHC, how can experi

reduced.
questions are addressed:

the tracking system is degraded and the b-tagging efficiency is
relate to SUSY models. Specihcally in this report the following

taking if not explicitly stated differently. At high luminosity
masses and branching ratios, and how these measurements then

nosity is simulated and results are quoted for one year of data
ysis one step further and discuss how to measure SUSY particle

performance at low luminosity. In this report only low lumi
cussed extensively in the literature [4]. We take the SUSY anal

There is no pile-up of minimum bias events, that effects the
The range of possible SUSY signatures at LHC has been dis

valuable information on SUSY model parameters. luminosity [3, 7].
suring the distributions of characteristic variables will provide mistagging of < 10%(< 1%) for c-jets (light jets) at low
cay branching ratios, are model dependent. Vice versa, mea heavy flavor tagging, with efficiency ei, 2 60% and

All SUSY particle masses, production cross sections and de (v) multilayer silicon and pixel detectors which will allow
important for precision measurements of SUSY parameters.

low luminosity [2]from the other SUSY channels. This point will be particularly
for ATLAS the resolution is expected to be 0.46t/EET fora particular SUSY reaction, the background will mainly come
allows for good measurement of missing transverse energy,SUSY signals must be discntangled. Generally, when analysing

will be simultaneously produced, and their contributions to the (iv) a hadron calorimeter with coverage up to |1;| rx 5 which



ing five points in the mSUGRA model for their analyses. The OCR Outputm,(At — p cot B) mil
The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at LHC are considermi m,(A, - p cot ,3)

B. Choice of Parameters
2 >< 2 mass matrix

sfermions, and also induce a mixing which is described by a
are relatively insensitive to AO.reduce the soft SUSY breaking masses of the left- and right
ing ratio for the decay '§—- bl b. As can be seen, these results

For the sfermions of the 3"’ generation the Yukawa interactions
eigenstates of the 3'd generation scalar quarks, and the branch
500 GeV. We show in Table I the masses of t] and bl , the lighterDqfm) Z MT? - of Su? eww; wwe
(see Subsection B below) and vary Ag between --400 GeV and
of AO. As an example we take the parameter set D of Table IIand with the D-temi
sults, therefore, do not strongly depend on the numerical value

¢(fa) ¤ 0-15 for fn = FR, turn out to be near their iixed—point value -2.lml /2. Our re
is that at the weak scale the parameters A, and Ab very often
ence is rather weak in most of the examples studied. The reason<>(ft) ¤ 05 for ft = Zrft,
sfermions of the 3"‘ generation. However, even here its influ
The parameter Ag only plays a role in the sector of the

C(fR) ¤ 5.5 f0I FR = HR, JR, however, corrections to this formula up to 30% are possible.

mg R /2,

The gluino mass is roughly given by
with the coeflicient mz/tmp OY mz/#·

R ture of the subdominant components is roughly of the order of
mi = 7*13+ mi + ¤(}Z.n) ·m¥/2 + D(E.a), ble admixture of the other components. The amount of admix

fg? are mainly higgsinos. However, there may be an apprecia
and 2"" generation are given by

3 iponents of $(2 and if are Wand W, whereas fg, and
in ISAJET [9]. The masses of squarks and sleptons of the l‘

rule, the dominant component of if is B, the dominant com
For our analysis we use the form of the RGEs as implemented

try breaking and depends on the mSUGRA parameters. As a
Subgroup in these Proceedings [8].

value of |;4| is determined by the condition of radiative symme
is described in more detail in the report of the SUSY Theory

are possible in some regions of parameter space. The numerical
with LHC reach plots for mSU@}RA (see Fig. 3). The model where in mSUGRA typically |/ul > ml /2, although exceptionsiments. We show contours of m~ and mg here to be compared
perimental searches for SUSY at LEP and TEVATRON exper mz Tnz 2 ;1|,z? ;2 |
neutralino is not the LSR The shaded region is excluded by ex and

mg-/*9 ¤ 0.47711/2, mg? ¤ k 0.8171,1/2,
ml/2 planefort,anB = 2, 0 > Oand AD = 0.

are approximatelyFigure 1: Sparticlc masses in mSUGRA displayed in the mg vs.
rameters. At the weak scale, the neutralino and chargino masses

nos and higgsinos, where the mixing depends on the SUSY pa
mo (GeV) Charginos and neutralinos, are in general, mixtures of gaugi

sfermions of the l" and 2"d generation.
0 500 1000 1500 2000 and stau can be considerably smaller than the masses of the

these two effects the lower mass eigenvalues of stop, sbottom,
the the off-diagonal term is mbY,(A;,,, — rr tan B) Because ofg(s¤0)
for stops, and analogous ones for sbottoms and staus, where200

E(5¤<>> %
6,g E '§(1000) gg

N 400

500 269 272 89.5

0 264 266 94.2
_ _ _ 600 Q g(1500) 0 -400 234 278 88.7

;.1.>0
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV) %

°¤?0,,n_`—._ A(,=0 Ag m;] msi BR(§—» blb)
BOO g §(zco¤)

tanB=2
Table I: Effect on 3"‘ generation scalar quarks due to A0.



QXZ l OCR Output1 Point 3 for NLC and Point 2 for TEVATRON

'<1<iY?.§§, §@ and Qifhas the largest cross section. We show in Fig. 2
At LHC pair production of strongly interacting particles like )E —* *17%;,

/EL ·* 9Y? l
IV. SUSY PRODUCTION AND SIGNATURES

9L,R —-> ax; ,

or weak decaysFor the present purpose this is sufticient.
tector is tuned to the expected ATLAS and CMS performance.

~i

5 —* q;]L,R¤ q§L,R
b-tagging, lepton efhciencies etc are all included. The toy de

5L,R ··* *1:7 .having hadronic and electromagnetic resolution smearing, and
etc. The detector response is simulated with a toy calorimeter Squarks and gluinos can have strong decays
lates all SUSY masses, production cross sections, decay rates live LHC points.
7.20 [9] is used. This program contains the RGEs, and calcu

total cross sectionsfor pair production of SUSY particles at the
the SM background reactions the Monte Carlo ISAJET, version about 80 fb for mg; : 700 GeV [15]. We give in Table IV the
For the event simulation of the various SUSY signals and tit] production varies from about 8 pb for mi = 300 GeV to

_:
t.han about 200 - 250 GeV [12, 13, 14]. The cross section forC. Simulation
trilepton events with detectable rates if the masses are smaller
tons, charginos and neutralinos leads to very clean dilepton andand color breaking minima have to be avoided.
and for if ff and if ${3 production. Pair production of slepthose which in general follow from the requirement that charge
the cross section for associated production of fj/§ with /f§’,AU 5 mo. This restriction on A0 is more conservative than

the range of the trilinear scalar coupling parameter to —m0 5 the two cases TTL? : mg and TTL; : 2m;. We also show in lgig. 2
(/E : 14 Te\L as a function of mg, for tan 6 : 2, p = m~, forthese masses is quoted to be 250 GeV. Furthemrore, we restrict
the sum of the total cross sections of §'§, 55 and §'i production atand 800 GeV are obtained, while the "most natural" value for

upper bounds for the masses of squarks and gluinos of 700 GeV
from “naturalness" arguments [10, 11]. In the analysis of [11]
ml/2 g 500 GeV. These upper bounds for mo and ml/2 follow 638 1046 741 378 862
the common gaugino mass parameter to mo 5 800 GeV and 634 1044 737 371 859
restrict the range of the common scalar mass parameter and of 638 1046 737 379 858
mass of h" expected at the time when LHC will operate. We 104 111 125 68 117
This is a conservative estimate of the theoretical error of the 230 486 483 207 806
of the Higgs particle hu is known within a band of 13 GeV. 239 490 491 811216
sets of SUSY parameters. In this case we assume that the mass 157 430 425 206 797
tive LHC Points we also study models with randomly chosen 230 486 485 810207
take m, : 175 GeV for the mass of the top quark. Besides the 157 430 431 207 805
five LHC points are shovm in Table III. In all cases studied we 239 490 491 216 814

The masses of the SUSY particles predicted for each of these bz 663 922 930 314 903

633 854 278 774871
ples for developing our strategy to analyse SUSY data at LHC.

I2 717 924 933 329 805
(TEV33) colliders. Here we shall take these five points as exam

489 643 710 264 594
used for SUSY studies at the proposed NLC and TEVATRON

662 921 930 314 910
I1. Point D is the so-called "c0mparis0n point" 1, as it is also

690 959 966 323 921SUGRA parameters of these tive points are shown in Table
664 925 933 313 910

687 957 918963 317
XX 521 766 538 273 315

497 750 519 257 290E 800 200 O 10.0 +
XE 233 326 321 97 148D 200 100 0 2.0

122 168 168 45 80C 400 400 0 10.0 + X2 :0
518 764 537 315272B 400 400 0 2.0 + ii 232 325 321 96 147A 100 300 300 2.1 +
767 1004 1009 298 582(GeV) (GeV) (GeV)

Point I APoim mq ml/2 AO tanb sgn y

points

Table III: Masses of SUSY particles in GeV for the tive LHCTable II: SUGRA parameters for the five LHC points



(i) large missing transverse energy ZT, OCR Output
*sz? —¢~1>22,

leptonic and hadronic decays have the following characteristic signatures:
may also be important. Charginos and neutralinos have both V\Hthin the MS SM, where R-parity is conserved, SUSY events

nos, which themselves may then decay in several steps.
11*61

branching ratios for decays into charginos and higher neutrali
Wtbl, LSP [16]. The gluinos and squarks in particular can have large
IMI, of SUSY particles are more likely than direct transitionsinto the

As a rule, in the mass range covered by LHC, cascade decaysg —> Z1 ,ZiO?
tons may then contribute to chargino and neutralino decays.

lf kinematically allowed, transitions such as can cause enough of the ig ’s to annihilate [6]. These light slep
necessary to have fairly light sleptons, so that slepton exchangebf?
dark matter. To avoid overclosing the universe, it is generally

—» ifi,Z tion. If R-parity is conserved, the XY is stable and provides cold
particles come from cascade decays rather than direct producstop eigenstates decay according to
parameter space most of the electroweakly interacting SUSY

iSUSY particle, it decays into cf? or bl/Vfg. Otherwise both
number of b jets in the event is enhanced. For a large part of theallowed. If the lighter stop eigenstate tl is the lightest visible

°e.g. X? —» hX2, the leptonic decay rate is reduced, while thewhere the strong decays are dominant if they are kinematically
is reached. lf the decay into a real hu is kinematically possible,
cascade decays terminate when the ZY, assumed to be the LSR
via (virtual or real) wi, Z °, I, 17;, if or Higgs particles. The

2mg, tanB : 2,;: = my (W : and Zi = X?).
wc;.a) is for mj; = m-5, tar1B : 2, p = mg, and b) is for my :

Figure 2: SUSY production cross sections at LHC for MSSM,
'q¢i>Y? I

fil/zi?
III; (G-SV)

’q6>?2.
500 1000 1500 2000 wl/eXZ¤

xi" 2*2*%%

`assoc. prod? `\._ K \10-2
\ and

`~ Fig
qqxi

X \ §
vu/eXT=\ s x5 mlE ]_0O
Mer?.
qq Xk:

:z :-0

total (`§§+§'Ej+'§'§)102

54213253EE. av.
Xi X j 3532146 13832521 138mz (GeV) 1@@ 1101618 814

500 1000 1500 2000
110866 75 7865242i ;

E2 82591444 6427658306 1486
2 (Q

\ .10-2 293701 150 95 18985
` C; \ QE

5754 34 18442297w¤W1 :`¤-$122 Zigi
qq2` 672 73769 909686S}- Ns 2820

qq 4551030592379 363 337Nh, NN Q \otal (`§§+gq+qq):-I ]_OO gg_ \ \ 1751 259258 437189 I 10877§<~
Point DIE

assoc. prod.
102

at the tive LHC points
~Y—s=14TeV

Table IV: Cross sections in fb for production of SUSY particles



below the solid contour is where clean trilepton signals from significantly diminished from that shown in Fig. 3. But even OCR Output
from slepton pair production ought to be visible. The region (36) are denoted by the various labeled contours. The reach is

The region below the dotted contour is where clean dileptons nels (lf), dilepton channels (OS and SS) and trilepton channels
The reach for mSUGRA in this case in the single lepton chanassuming 10 fb‘* of integrated luminosity.

Fig. 1 where various signals for mSUGRA should be visible channels is shown in Fig. 4 for the same parameters as in Fig. 3.
We show in Fig. 3 regions of the mSUGRA plane shown in for SUSY signals as in Ref. [4] The reach of LHC in various

states. Then, exactly the same cuts were applied to the searchmSUGRA are contained in [4, 17].
quark states. In Ref. [18], it was assumed X? ——» cds or Edsexamined. Further studies of SUSY signals at LHC within the
effect of R-parity violation will be that the LSP decays into 3range 300 g my; 5 1500 GeV for squarks and gluinos are
the production and decay mechanisms. ln this case, the sole

. . .

. . . respectively. Similarly, in [3] possible signatures in the mass
els that ordinary gauge and Yukawa interactions still dominate3600(2600) GeV for m~ : 2m~, m~ :: m~, m~ : %m~, 4 9 4 sr 4 4
present in the SUSY Lagrangian, but at sufficiently small lev(103 pb`1) is my < l600(lU50) GeV, 2300(1800) Ge\C
tional B and R-parity violating interactions are assumed to benature for gluinos with an integrated luminosity of 10pb

5 ‘1
A calculation has been performed in Ref. [18] where addiexample, in [2] the mass reach obtained with the ET sig

3-quark states (jets).interacting SUSY particles relevant to weak-scale SUSY. For
tion is due to baryon number violation the LSP will decay intostrated that LHC will cover the whole mass range for strongly
leptons providing an unambigous signature. lf R-parity violaSeveral studies which were carried out in the past demon
decays into leptons, every SUSY event will contain several extra

V. DISCOVERY LIMITS a neutrino, or into two jets plus a lepton or neutrino. If the LSP
ton number violation, the LSP will decay into two leptons and
do not change. If R-parity violation originates from pure lep

tion.
outside the detectors, and then the signatures and the analysiswill show an excess of these events compared to the SM predic
R-parity is violated to only a small extent the LSP may decaythese characteristic features. An experimental signal for SUSY
cay, and the missing transverse energy signal is diminished. Ifclearly identify and analyse events which exhibit one or more of

In SUSY models with R-parity violation, the LSP will deBoth the ATLAS and the CMS detectors at LHC are designed to
for large m0[4].
approximately mg : 2.3 TeV for low mo, and mg : 1.7 TeV(iv) copious production of central b jets.
tained via the single lepton plus jets plus ET channel, which is

(iii) isolated leptons, and mass contours from Fig. 1 shows that the greatest reach is oh
and same-sign (SS), and three leptons. Comparison with the

Pr, nels, plus 0 leptons, one lepton, two leptons (opposite-sign (OS)
(ii) high multiplicity of jets with large transverse momentum ing contours denote the reach in various multi-j et plus ET chan

chargino/neutralino production ought to be visible. The remain

one year at low luminosity (W} : and Zj = pf?).
the mo-ml/2 plane for tan B : 2, sgn(,u)> O and A0 : O for

F

mSUGRA model (l/lz : if and Zj : Q?).
ton, 0pposite—sign dilepton, and 3-lepton signals displayed in ton, opposite—sign dilepton, and 3—lepton signals in R-violated
Figure 3: LHC discovery limit from 1-lepton, same-sign dilep Figure 4: LHC discovery limit from l—lepton, same—sign dilep

mo (GeV) mn (GeV)

0 500 1000 1500 20000 500 1000 1500 2000
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sample (13.5 million SUSY events per year at low luminosity) OCR OutputMSUSY 2 II'11I1(7TL§,7TL,gR)
section at LHC is 1356 pb so there will be a spectacular event

mass scale, which is dehned to be pointD (in Table II). In point D the total SUSY production cross
ground are equal, provides a good Hrst estimate of the SUSY We consider analysis for the LHC-NLC—TEV33 comparison
tion, or alternatively the point at which the signal and back they will be depend on the mSUGRA parameters.
than the SM background. The peak of the Meg mass distribu be used in a large part of the parameter space, but how powerful

Athigh Mcff one can see that the SUSY signal is much larger obtained at the LHC. The analysis techniques shown here can
ysis to demonstrate the general level of precision that can beRef. [19].
In this section we develop a few examples of possible analthe other LHC points considered in this report are shown in

ground for point A of Table II. The same distributions for
AT THE COMPARISON POINTWe show in Fig. 5 the Meg distributions for signal and back

VIII. STEP 2: PRECISION MEASUREMENTS

Marr = PT,1+ PT,2 + PT,a + PT,4+ ET

D, and E, and for more details refer to [19].
energy ET [19]: For a discussion of the determination of Meg in points B, C,
of the pq—’s of the four hardest jets and the missing transverse the SUSY mass scale. The ratio is constant within about 110%.
by using the effective mass, which is dehned as the scalar sum vs. Meg. The peak in the Meg distribution correlates well with
energy. The mass scale of this SUSY signal can be estimated to be :1:3 GeV Fig. 6 shows the resulting scatter plot of Msusy
gluinos and squarks, which decay into multiple jets plus missing Higgs mass, 100.4 Ge\C within a theoretical uncertainty taken
SUSY production at LHC is dominated by the production of all the comparison models were required to have the same light

sgn ,0 : 11. The light Higgs was assumed to be known, and
DETERMINING SUSY MASS SCALE 500 Ge\L -500 < Ag < 500 Ge\L 1.8 < tant? < 12, and

VII. STEP l: EFFECTIVE MASS ANALYSIS chosen at random with 100 <’/Tlg < 500 GeV 100 < mj/2 <
check the stability of this ratio, 100 mSUGRA models were
ground is 1.48 and 1.58 for Points A and D, respectively. Toa similar way as is done,for example, with Z U data at LEP
trary.) The ratio, Meg /MsUSY, for which signal equals backcharacteristic distributions to perform a global fit of the data, in
(The choice of TTZQR as the typical quark mass is rather arbiThe ultimate goal is to measure a sufficiently large number of

temiine the parameters for those models which pass this test.
Step 3: Test the predictions of candidate SUSY models. De

triangles: Z —> ui}, rr. Squares: QCD jets.ables and show that SUSY is a candidate for the explanation.
signal. Solid circles: tt. Triangles: W —-> fu, ru. DownwardStep 2: Study the distributions in some characteristic vari
Figure 5: Signal and SM backgrounds for Point B. Open circles:the mass scale of ‘“new physics’

nitude of the ET and of the pq- of the jets and leptons indicate
high—pT jets, and isolated leptons. The cross section and mag
acteristic SUSY signature, i.e. with large ET, a large number of

MBH (GeV)Step 1: Establish that there is an excess of events with a char
O 1000 2000 3000 4000eters, we propose the following strategy: ‘°

·`l3inates from SUSE and to measure the underlying SUSY param
In order to prove that an observed deviation from the SM orig

10

PARAMETERS

VI. STRATEGY FOR DETERMINING SUSY E 10 'O
·¤ -11

certainly be greater than that shown in Fig. 4.
gr 10plicitly for R-parity violating SUSE then the SUSY reach will
B -10

be used as a SUSY signature. If cuts are designed to search ex
ful in this scenario; instead the additional jet-multiplicity may 9 ‘° E
R-parity conserving SUSY. The ET signal is, of course, not use > cn -9
ter space to be explored by experiments using cuts designed for

10enough leptons and neutrinos to allow a broad range of parame
LHC. In this case, the gluino and squark cascade decays deliver

11147IDticult case R-parity violating mSUGRA should be detectable at
10tuning bounds from [10, 11] are taken seriously, even in this dif

LHC Point 1
with just l0fb“1 of integrated luminosity. Thus, if the fine
to be able to probe beyond mg or mq values as high as 1 Te\€
s0, there exists a sufhcient number of events surviving the cuts



duced with Xg in the lab frame can then be reconstructed using the relation OCR Output
272 000 events per l0 fb'1 of integrated luminosity are pro most at rest in the Xg center of mass system. The momentum of

If both ig decay leptonically in each of the LHC experiments and 54.0 GeV for point D, the X? and the £+£‘ system are al
described below. the end point of the dilepton invariant mass, i. e. between 48.0

The gluino decay chain allows a powerful analysis which is do not depend on the value assumed. By selecting events near
through the analysis, and then we have to check that our results
do not know mg? , we have to assume a value for mg? to c

‘• BROZS —>>2£q<i) = 42 % cay 273 —£+€`Xg, ir the X? mass is known [22]. since we
• BROZ3 ——> ;Q‘Q£‘£"’) = 16 % per lepton species tial reconstruction technique after the reconstruction of the de

£+£‘ Xg, the momentum of the X3 can be measured with a parbl : bL, b2 : bg.) The branching fractions for ig decays are
In the gluino decay chain § -—» bi/B, bl, —» {gb, Xg —»tom states, for tan B = 2 there is hardly any bl, — b R mixing, so

(The notation used in the following is b L / R for the two sbot— B. Measurement of the Mass Difference m g - mg
_U ·" X 2b

<1> precisely. For more details refer to [21].9 (Tb
the neutralino mass difference could be used to determine ml /2
are displayed in Fig. 8. One can see that a measurement ofThe dominant decay of the gluino is
195 < mll < 205Ge\CA : 0,2 <tanB<10and;i < 0production accounts for 32 % of the total SUSY production.
models within the following bounds: 95 < ml /2 < 105 Ge\Cso dominant production modes are (§§, Qi, qq'). Gluino-pair
correlation between mass difference and ml /2 for mSUGRAAt point D gluino and squarks have masses around 300 GeV
XY are both proportional to the common gaugino mass. Theand will not discover SUSY particles.
neticcaloiimeter and not by statistics. The masses of gg andcannot distinguish if it is a SM higgs or a SUSY higgs boson,
50 MeV [20] from the absolute calibration of the electromagmSUGRA parameters and ease LHC analysis. However LEP2
will be limited by an experimental systematic error of orderof the mass of the light higgs boson will restrict the allowed
difference (mfg - mi?). The measurement of the end pointLEP2 before the start of the LHC experiments. The knowledge
drop of the spectrum at 52 GeV and this endpoint is the massthe lighthiggs boson mass is 68 GeV so it will be discovered by
invariant mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. There is a sharpto analyse! If pointD tums out to resemble the real SUSY world
The dilepton invariant mass is reconstructed and the resulting

Higgs mass within 13 GeV as that observed at Point A. • 2 isolated leptons of opposite sign and same flavour (e or
for randomly chosen mSUGRA models having the same light • 2 6 jets of which at least 3 are tagged as b-jets
Figure 6: Scatter plot of MSUSY : min(m§, m,;) vs. Meg

to get a clean gluino cascade decay with leptonic Xg decays are:
tion on the neutralino mass difference[13]. The cuts used here

body decay offer a unique opportunity to get precise informa
Meh (GeV) ‘gluinos will result in many Xg —+ Xf£‘Z+ decays. This three

At LHC the production and subsequent cascade decays ofO 500 1000 1500 2000

A. Measurement of the neutralino mass difference

250

presented.
date SUSY models further and some examples of this are also• J; l

fe other SUSY processes will of course help to constrain candi500 . vs •
ters of the SUSY model considered here. 'The evaluation of.: ’°’ '
measurements have strong correlations to the global parame"S

ence between Xg and Xg and between § and bl,. These two750
From these dominant decays one can measure the mass differ

• 2 non b-jets
1000 •¢ • 2 isolated leptons (opposite sign and same flavour)

• 4 b-jets

694 000 events per 10 fb" of integrated luminosity with
1250

and if one Xg decay into leptons and the other into jets there are

• 4 isolated leptons (2 pairs: opposite sign and same flavour)
• 4 b-jets



meg : 206 GeV) as they must be pair produced in Drell-Yan
A0 : 0,2 < tan,8 < l0andsgn(,u) < 0 OCR Outputfore quite small despite the low masses (md : 215 Ge\C
els in the range 95 < ml/2 < 105 Ge\{ 195 < mg < 205 GeV,strongly interacting sparticles. The production rates are there
Figure 8: (mfg — mi?) as function of 777.1/2 for mSUGRA modAt point D sleptons cannot be produced from the decay of

C. Electroweak Production of Superpartners

H mass assumed. For more details we refer to [22]. m1/2(G€V)
mass difference tums out to be insensitive to the value for the 96 98 100 1 O2 1 04
certainty of the mass difference will he less than $2 GeV. ’I`he
with good precision. Given the large number of events, the un

si }—r·°ity . This allows us to measure the mass difference mg — nm
r' '

structed in this channel when running one year at low luminos
Approximately 6000 gluino and sbottom events can be recon • t'

Fig. ll.
52 x .• 'mg — my, is then obtained by Htting the Am distribution in

Fig. 10 and in Fig. 11, respectively. The mass splitting Am :
rn; . The projections onto the m;_ and Am axes are shown in
We show in Fig. 9 the scatter plot of Am : mg — nm vs

struct the gluino.

has to take all possible combinations of $(3 and b jets to recon
°>‘2‘

combined with one of the other b jet to reconstruct the §. One
°§

with any one of the tagged b jets. The bL momentum is then

The mass of b;_ is Lhen reconstructed by combining the Z2,

XMl+l_p~ :(1+).,+_ g I l
1&s

is background from tt.
dication of an edge in the mass distribution corresponding to

’The signal comes from ig —» i§£‘£+ decays. 'I`he hatched area
of 30 GeV) reduces this background further. There is an inFigure 7: The reconstructed dilepton invariant mass in Point D.
the decay of a b — quark. A stricter jet veto (20 GeV instead
ated events) are from tt production, the third lepton being from
background events in this plot (corresponding to three gener
there will be sufficient events for a precise measurement. The
large, but are sufficient to demonstrate that in l0fb‘l of data0 20 40 60 80 100
same flavor. The number of generated events in this plot is not
distribution of the two leptons that have opposite charge and the
ton production. Figure 12 shows the dilepton invariant mass
present in the direct production of chargino, neutralino and slep
rapidity, from initial state radiation. This latter source is also
diation. These events also have jets, approximately uniform in
decay products of the sparticles and from final state gluon ra10000

events, which have jets in the central region arising from the
The jet veto is needed to remove gluino and squark initiated

• Nojets withp, > 30GeV in |n| < 3.0.

and {nl < 2.5;
20000 opposite charge and the same flavor with pre > 10 GeV

• three isolated leptons of which there is a pair of which have

Events are selected that have

is large. An attempt has been made to isolate these processes.
nant production mechanism is electroweak. The production rate
rarely produced in the decays of gluinos, so again their domi
like processes. 'I`he heavier charginos and neutralinos are only
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corresponding to diagram a) (and that with r+ and F- interor EL(-—»£+€"€X§’) + z7(—»£X]*(—·£+€'uX‘f)). The dominant
in [23], where the formulae for the dilepton mass distributionfrom the decay chain £L(—> ZW- fi?) + z7(—»£Xf(—+ £uX‘f))

can be extracted only by requiring at least four isolated leptons neutralinos fg and This has been worked out in more detail
quired. The dominant slepton production process is if L + D. This of the F’s in the intermediate state and about the mixing of the
be controlled by increasing the number of isolated _leptons re tion of the Hnal—state r’s contains information about the mixing
nos provides a serious background. This background can only

3couples to the F and Wcomponents. Therefore, the polariza
of this signal is very difficult. The production rate for gaugi

'

FR couples only to the B component of $(3 and X?. whereas FL
a third lepton to search for a reconstructed E L. The extraction polarized r’s and FR only to right-polarized r’s. Furihermore,
tum of pig is reconstnicted as above and then combined with states FL and FR are exchanged. Then FL couples only to left
pair of which have mass between 45 and 55 GeV. The momen diagram b) does not contribute, and in diagram a) the unmixed
selecting with a least 3 isolated leptons, an oppositely charged ino, and left—right mixing of the ?’s can be neglected. Then
principle, the decay E L —» ig! should be reconstructible by idea let us assume that either ig or Q? is almost a pure gaug
sulting in a prediction for the rates shown in Figures 12. In a) with r+ and r` interchanged). In order to describe the basic
the strong production of sparticles Hx the model parameters, re Fig. 13 (note that there is a third diagram analogous to diagram
strate in section X, the measurement that have been made using % exchange, i : 1,2. The Feynman diagrams are shown in
an additional constraint on the model since, as we will demon The decay ${3 —> Q? r‘*’r“ proceeds via Z0 exchange and
ment conceming the origin of the lepton samples and provide mass distribution, etc [23].
channels can be compared and used to provide a powerful argu tonic or hadronic decay branching ratios, the dilepton invariant
in angle. The production rates in these two and three lepton vides complementary information to measurements of the lep

’the leptons arise from ig —» ;Z§£+£” and are therefore close distributionse; g. in ·r -—> 1w,r ——» pu or r -» alv. This pro
the Drell-Yan events are back to back while in the SUSY events r* ’s, this polarization can be measured by measuring the decay
missing transverse energy or the angle between the two leptons; state are polarized. In the case that the final—state leptons are
tion of dilepton events which must be eliminated by a cut on In the leptonic decay ${3 —> i“§’£+ 13* the leptons in the final
There is now a potential background from Drell-Yan produc

D. Tau Polarization in {3 Decaysare required and the same plot made, the result is more events.
tion is shown as the dotted histogram. If two isolated leptons
nated by the production of final states whose contribu requirement.

decay chain z?(—>£X]*(~» jets + X‘f)) is killed by the jet veto’the decay ig —->>Z§£+ Ei The events in this plot are domi

gluino cascade decay at Point D. projection of the scatter plot in Fig. 9.
Figure 9: Scatter plot of reconstructed (mg — m-gy ) vs. mg from Figure 10; Distribution of reconstructed ml-I This is the x

(MX20b) GeV M(X2b) GeV
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dx
ments performed reach a very high precision. The following: 2 1 — ( ¤¤)

dN In Point D the huge SUSY production allows that measure

bution of the 1r“ is E. Summary of measurements in Point D
distributions. For example, for 1-‘—» 1r‘u,, the energy distri

The polarization of the r+ and 1-* is reflected in their decay on the mixing of the i-"s.
surement of the 1- polarization can give important informationgRl gR2/Tn}?/R '
leptonic and hadronic branching ratios of the then a mealeft-handed r+ is obtained by the replacement g L1 gL, / —>
from other experimental data, e. g. from a measurement of the?R exchange, with the production of a right—handed r` and a
changed. If information on neutralino mixing can be obtainedis the momentum of X? in the ig rest frame. The result for
i. e. in diagram a) the mass eigenstates ii : 1,2 will be expair in the $(2, rest frame, Mu is its invariant mass, and pl
account. In this case also '1’L — H; mixing has to be included,where Eu and Pu are the energy and momentum of the r+·r
1-“’s to the higgsino components of the $@2 has to be taken into
T polarization. For tan 5320 also the Yukawa coupling of the

m‘(E+ Pu) + mMU mixing also diagram b) will contribute and will iniluence the2 I 2 ,{gu 5y;
mass disuibutions. Of course, in the general case of neutralino

T 1. ‘ization states, rjrg ar1d1j§1-If , lead to distinguishable 1:+1r
[23], in the limiting case considered the two possible ·r polar

d1` 2 folded with the appropriate ·r decay distributions. As shown in
the observed 1r+1r‘ pair, the expression for dl` / M ge has to be

reads energies. In order to obtain the invariant mass distribution of
for 1-ight-handed r‘, where ay is the ratio of the 1r' and 1and right—handed 1-+ due to diagram a) with 'FL exchange then

ton mass distribution in the fg rest frame for left—handed ·r
2;are the amounts of the E and VT/'3 components of The dilep dN · 2x

gh tx (1/2)(tan GW ·N§i + NW3), where Ngi and Naw)
for left—handed 1-" , andthe QZRZR and YEZLZL couplings are gR_ or tan GW -N§i and

neutrajnos are pure B - W3 mixtures. In this approximation
changed) for ?L and ir}; exchange are given for the case that the

nal states. The background is shown as the hatched histogram.
dashed histogram shows the contribution arising from XT Xg H
two of which are of the same flavor and opposite charge. Thethe y-projection of Lhe scatter plot in Fig. 9.
with p, > 30 GeV in |1;| < 3 and at least three isolated leptons,Figure ll: Distribution of mass difference (mg — nz-]; ). This is
pairs arising at Point D. Events are selected requiring no jets

Figure 12: The invariant mass disu-ibution of e‘*'e‘ and 14+11

M(x2bb)—M(X2b) GeV
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that mfg — mi? > mhb. The measurement ofthe higgs boson
jQ*”‘:mig 1- —-- 1- -1-z112GeV.which also is the dominant ig decay mode. From this one learns

q "> m= mis large. Its mass can be reconstructed from ho —- bb decays, y f}mi.; \l mi
decay in the lightest higgs boson ig —-> h°;2f the hproduction‘°

the kinematic limit for the two two-body decays,of the parameter space where ig are kinematically allowed to
very little SM background. This distribution has a sharp edge atas a first handle for restricting the model parameters. In parts
these cuts produce a dilepton mass distribution, Fig. 15, withthe reconstruction of the light Higgs boson mass may be used
larger branching ratio into dileptons than the tt background,ered before the start of LHC. In many of the "heavy" models
Because the signal has both a larger color factor and a muchthan in point D, the light Higgs boson is too heavy to be discov

In SUSY models where particles are predicted to be heavier • Transverse sphericity ST > 0.2

OTHER MODELS • E isolation cut: ET < 10 GeV in R : 0.2
IX. STEP 2: SUSY SEARCHES WITHIN

•£+£’ pair with py; > 10 GeV, nl < 2.5

posed mSUGRA model. • 2 ljet withPT,1 > 100 GeV
cision, but provide powerful checks of the consistency of a pro

• Meg > 800 GeVtion other mass differences give also signals but with less pre
production, branching ratios, tau polarization, slepton produc

SM backgrounds the signihcant cuts used are:
nosity is considered). Other observables such as electroweak

The largest SM background is tt. To suppress this and other
statistics is used (here only one year of datataking at low lumi

opposite-sign, like·1lavor dileptons.
mSUGRA model. Many more analysis can be done if more

which is open and competes with ig —+ ;2‘fh°, producing
As is shown in section X these are sufncient to constrain the

ig —> (R! —* >Z?€€`»_ +

channel

In Point A light sleptons contribute to gaugino decays in thethe error is theoretical)

• mho = 68.3 1 3 GeV (known from LEP2, B. Search for gg -—> FE• mg — mh = 20.3 zi; 2 GeV
• mfg — mi? = 52.36 zt 0.05 GeV

well.

and the reconstruction of mho which is 100 GeV works equally
quantities are measured wiLh the uncertainty given: theoretical uncertainty. The same decay is present in Point A

on the mass measurement is il GeV which is smaller than the

structs well the light Higgs boson mass. The expected precision
% exchange, i = 1,2, and b) Z0 exchange The invariant mass of the two b-jets shown in Fig. 14 recon
Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for the decay Xg —+ f‘fr+r‘, a)

• at least 2 extra jets with pf! > 100 GeV
• veto for isolated lepton pQ$" > l0 GeV
• veto on third tagged b-jet 50 > 15 GeV

A et• 2 tagged b—jets pg-" >50 GeV
• E2?-"“> 300 GeV

rial and SM background are
from gluino and squark cascade decays over SUSY combinato
tor [25]. The essential cuts used to extract a clean higgs signal
events were generated with the SPYTHIA Monte Carlo genera
30%, being dominated (90%) by single Higgs production. The
Point A [19]. In point B the fraction of events with h°—> bb is

As an example h° -—> bb is searched for in point B [24] and in

A. Search for ho —-> bb in SUSY Cascade Decays

I-E {
analysis for points A and B.
reconstruction techniques are given that can be used in SUSY
missing transverse energy. In this section a few examples of
vious SUSY signal is however an excess of events with large
for more complicated signatures are simplified. The first ob
handle to limit the allowed parameter space and thus searches

mass and the limit on the neutralino mass difference is a Hrst
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ilar way as was done for the LEP data. A global Ht is beyond well also for them.

surements into a global Ht of candidate SUSY models in a sim measurements from the other LHC SUSY points and worked
The ultimate goal of the SUSY analysis is to combine all mea method has been tried also to constrain model parameters with

ing ratios for leptonic decays is 11 %. The same random scan
SUSY MODELS the models. The expected accuracy for determination of branch

X. STEP 3: CONSTRAINING CANDIDATE %. A measurement of this branching ratio will further constrain
branching ratio BR(pZ§—> ;2[f£'£+) varied in the range 14 to 20
For the possible candidate models one observation is that theproduction in cascade decays leads only to ee or pp events.

in cascade decays lead to ee, ep and pp events, whereas ig
ent major sources for dilepton events: chargino pairs produced

• sgn(;1) determined
The dilepton flavor asymmetry mainly occurs due to two differ

• tanB :1.95 zi: 0.05
are produced preferentially over there anti-matter counterparts.

· mo = 2003Gev3a pp rather than pp collider, so that up and down type squarks
• ml/2 :99.91 0.7 GeV

tries in OS dilepton events. The former occur because LHC is
asymmetries in lf and SS dilepton events, and flavor asymme spread in the models consistent with the constraints above are
SUSY parameters. Some of these include[l7, 4, 2]: charge parameter space. The uncertainty on the parameters from the
there exist other variables which can help probe masses and The observables and the errors depend on the position in the

In addition to the mass detemiination schemes listed here,

C. Charge and Havour asymmetries
• mhu = 68 :l; 3 GeV
• mg —mgL =20.3:b2G€V(10’)

mixings. For more details on this analysis refer to [19]. • mig -— mi? = 52.36 :1: 0.05 GeV(1a)
°to ig -» {Q/icontains information on the masses and gaugino

point D used areeither for fg —» EQ or for ZR —+ ff!. The ratio of these decays
cision. Note that Mgm vanishes if the phase space vanishes scribed in VIII. The constraints on the measured quantities for
Thus, this combination of masses is determined with great pre then checked if they were consistent with the measurements de

were generated randomly in the SUGRA parameter space and
the scope of Snowmass; instead we tried the following. Points

background and the hatched area is standard model background.

dotted line is ho ——» bb reconstructed without combinatorial
togram) and the sum of all backgrounds (shaded histogram).bb decays. Solid line is signal including all backgrounds, the
Figure 15: Mu distribution for the Point A signal (open hisFigure 14: Rcconstructcd mass of lighthiggs boson from ho —»

Mbb (GeV) MH (GeV)
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